LONDON LOVES LANA!
Book News from Blood Moon Productions
On March 25, 2017, shortly before its worldwide release, THE DAILY MAIL,
described THE ULTIMATE MOVIE STAR, as revealed within Blood Moon’s
upcoming exposé of LANA TURNER, “THE SWEATER GIRL” whose charm
and sex appeal is credited with building the morale that won World War II.

Lana Turner was the most scandalous, most copied, and most gossiped-about actress in Hollywood. When her abusive Mafia lover was murdered in her house, every newspaper in the Free World described the murky dramas with
something approaching hysteria.
Blood Moon’s salacious but empathetic new biography exposes the public and private dramas of the girl who
changed the American definition of what it REALLY means to be a blonde. Here’s how THE DAILY MAIL, the most
widely circulated newspaper in the U.K., described the mega-celebrity whose adventures, passions, and anguish
have never before been comprehensively reviewed in a full-length biography. UNTIL NOW!
For the full text of the Daily Mail’s coverage, click here:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-4347848/Did-Hollywood-sex-symbol-Lana-Turner-kill-lover.html

During the years it took to research this blockbusting new biography, Blood Moon Productions fell madly in love with Lana Turner!

As described by The Huffington Post, “Blood Moon, in case you don't know, is a small publishing house on Staten Island that cranks out Hollywood
gossip books, about two or three a year, usually of five-, six-, or 700-page length, chocked with stories and pictures about people who used to
consume the imaginations of the American public, back when we actually had a public imagination. That is, when people were really interested in
each other, rather than in Apple ‘devices.’ In other words, back when we had vices, not devices.”
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